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Automated experiments are currently being implemented in assisting the development of the Crystallisation Screening DataFactory Database. Our understanding of the sources of error, controlling
these sources of error and error propagation is limited in this new platform. This research project will focus on understanding sources of error to inform best practices in our experimental set-up, 
data collection and data analysis, and ultimately build confidence in digital tools developed using data collected by this platform

Introduction

Results and Discussion

• Dispense: An automated dispensing  
platform (Zinsser) is used to prepare 
samples

• Crystallise: An analytical instrument 
(Crystalline) is used to carry out 
crystallisation processes with 
varying temperature, stirring speeds 
and image capture rates

• Image analysis: Machine learning is 
used to interpret crystalline images 
to produce thermodynamic/kinetic 
results

Methods
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• Understand the capabilities and 
limitations of the DataFactory in 
producing reliable and consistent 
crystallisation data 

• Investigate the uncertainty in data 
produced within the DataFactory and its 
propagation

• Quantify the possible overall confidence 
level of the data produced by the 
DataFactory

Aims

Crystallisation Data Acquisition Workflow and 
Identification of Solvent Systems with Nucleation 

Identifying Sources of Uncertainty and Preliminary results

• Workflow facilitates the move to automated experiments and autonomous decision making in the 
DataFactory (figure 1)

• Following workflow, the solubility and kinetic parameters of AZD0837 in 8 solvents collected using 
approximately 60g of API (figure 2)

• Demonstrates COSMO solubility modelling* + experiments provides crystallisation data quickly

• Generalisable approach to other APIs that is automatable with CMAC DataFactory
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Key: 

Clear points/Cloud points 
detected by visual image 
assessment

Clear points/Cloud points
detected by turbidity

Clear points/Cloud points 
detected by ML image 
analysis

• Sources of uncertainty throughout the DataFactory have been identified (Figure 3)

• Quantifying uncertainties in image analysis prioritised due to these results impacting future decisions and 
experiments. See figure 4 for preliminary results

• In general, turbidity data are reliable with regards to cloud points but not clear points.

• Preliminary image analysis results show potential in using machine learning for automated crystallisation data 
interpretation 

• Further training required to improve its confidence level in detecting clear/cloud points accurately

• Future recommendations: train model to detect/disregard crystallisation phenomena such as non-nucleation, 
impurities, oiling out, solvent evaporation and other factors

Figure 3: Sources of measurement uncertainty in the crystallisation 
DataFactory

Figure 4: Phase diagrams showing detected clear and cloud points using image features (green), transmissivity (purple) 
and machine learning image analysis (orange) 

Figure 1: Workflow to assist in cooling crystallization process of poorly nucleating solutes  

Figure 2: Grid diagram summarizing kinetic results 
of AZD0837 antisolvent experiments carried out in 
methanol/water
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